WHAT’S NEW?

PRO COLLECTION

REDESIGNED FOR 2019

WHAT’S NEW?

Redesigned panels for maximum and even contact

Wide channel for spinal clearance

Top quality leather

Chrome-free, naturally tanned to be environmentally, horse and human friendly.

As a natural product, each hide will be unique, with its own characteristics and colorations; a sign of the authenticity of these quality leathers.

Perfectly center-balanced seat

Anatomically redesigned to allow close contact and proper leg position

TOMBOY II CL
Calfskin Covered Leather
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular
490000 $3850.00

TOMBOY II
Grained Pull Up Leather
Color: Oakbark
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular
490001 $3850.00

VIVALDI II
Calfskin Covered Leather
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Molded Knee Pad with Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Fixed
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular, Forward, Long or Forward Long
490002 $3850.00

LEGACY MONOFlap II
Calfskin Covered Leather
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Molded External
Thigh Block: External
Seat Sizes: 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular
490003 $3495.00

Pessoa Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium, Medium Wide, Wide, Extra Wide, XX Wide and XXX Wide
466892 $47.25

Gullet Gauge
470410 $36.50

Replacement XCH Screws
470153 $0.55

FLAP LEGEND

4 Regular Flap
5 Long Flap
6 Forward Flap
7 Long Forward Flap

25 YEAR TREE WARRANTY
REDESIGNED FOR 2019

WHAT’S NEW?

Top quality leather

Anatomically redesigned to allow close contact and proper leg position

Wide channel for spinal clearance

Redesigned panels for maximum and even contact

GEN-X™ COLLECTION

Perfectly center-balanced seat

Chrome-free, naturally tanned to be environmentally, horse and human friendly. As a natural product, each hide will be unique, with its own characteristics and colorations; a sign of the authenticity of these quality leathers.

Bayflex® Memory Foam Panels
AMS® Synthetic Wool Panels
Flexible Carbon Fiber Tree with Exchangeable Gullet System

GEN-X™

COLOR
Color: Oakbark
Panel: Bayflex® Foam
Knee Pad/Block: Moulded Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Fixed
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular, Forward or Long
490007  $2,795.00

GEN-X™ VALENTINO

Grained Pull Up Leather

COLOR
Color: Oakbark
Panel: Bayflex® Foam
Knee Pad/Block: Moulded Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Fixed
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular, Forward or Long
490005  $2,295.00

GEN-X™ ELITA II

Grained Waxy Leather

COLOR
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular, Forward or Long
490006  $2,595.00

Pessoa Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium, Medium Wide, Wide, Extra Wide, XX-Wide and XXX-Wide
466892  $47.25

Gullet Gauge
470410  $36.50

Replacement XCH Screws
470153  $0.55

FLAP LEGEND
- Regular Flap
- Long Flap
- Forward Flap
- Long Forward Flap

Bayflex

AMS

Calfskin Covered Leather

Panel: Bayflex® Foam
Knee Pad/Block: Moulded Knee Pad with Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Fixed
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
Flap: Regular, Forward or Long
490004  $2,295.00

Grained Pull Up Leather

Grained Waxy Leather

Flexibile Carbon Fiber Tree with Exchangeable Gullet System

-YEAR TREE WARRANTY
PONY COLLECTION

REDESIGNED FOR 2019

WHAT’S NEW?

Top quality leather
Chrome-free, naturally tanned to be environmentally, horse and human friendly.
As a natural product, each hide will be unique, with its own characteristics and colorations; a sign of the authenticity of these quality leathers.

Perfectly center-balanced seat
Anatomically redesigned to allow close contact and proper leg position

Redesigned panels for maximum and even contact

Wide channel for spinal clearance

Bayflex® Memory Foam Panels
AMS® Synthetic Wool Panels
Flexible Carbon Fiber Tree with Exchangeable Gullet System

MORE THAN 50,000 YOUNG RIDERS HAVE STARTED IN A PESSOA SADDLE.

First developed by Nelson for his son, Rodrigo, 30+ years ago, Pessoa® pony saddles have become the well-loved standard for classic, correct balance and feel. Over the years, Pessoa® has helped more children learn to ride correctly than any other saddle brand. And generations of trainers trust us to start their young riders right.

PESSOA PONY
Grained Pull Up Leather
Color: Oakbark
Panel: Bayflex® Foam
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 14", 15", 15 3/4"
Flap: Regular, Short (14" or 15"") or Long (15" or 15 3/4"") only
490008  $1,795.00

PESSOA JUNIOR
Calfskin Covered Leather
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 15", 15 3/4", 16"
Flap: Regular, Short (15" or 15 3/4"") or Long
490009  $2,095.00

Pessoa Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium, Medium Wide, Wide, Extra Wide, XXI-Wide and XXXI-Wide
466892  $47.25

Gullet Gauge
470410  $36.50
Replacement XCH Screws
470153  $0.55